Automatic identification of atherosclerosis subjects in a heterogeneous MR brain imaging data set.
Carotid-artery atherosclerosis (CA) contributes significantly to overall morbidity and mortality in ischemic stroke. We propose a machine learning technique to automatically identify subjects with CA from a heterogeneous cohort of magnetic resonance brain images. The cohort includes 190 subjects with CA, white mater hyperintensites of presumed vascular origin or multiple sclerosis, as well as 211 presumed healthy subjects. We determined a set of handcrafted and convolutional discriminant features to perform this task. A support vector machine (SVM) was used to perform this four-class classification task. Our approach had an accuracy rate of 97.5% (higher than chance accuracy of 52.6% for guessing majority class), sensitivity of 96.4% and specificity of 97.9% in identifying subjects with CA, suggesting that the proposed combination of features may be used as an imaging biomarker for characterizing atherosclerotic disease on brain imaging.